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Abstract 
If G is an Abelian group then G# is G with its maximal totally bounded group topology. We 
show that if G contains an infinite Boolean subgroup, then G# contains a countable infinite closed 
subset that is not a retract of G#. This answers a question posed by E.K. van Douwen. 
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1. Introduction 
For an Abelian group G, let G# denote G with its maximal totally bounded group 
topology. This is the weakest topology on G that makes all homomorphisms G + T 
continuous, where ‘If denotes the circle group. In van Douwen [2] it is proved, among 
other things, that every countable, closed subset A of G# has the property that every 
map h : A + N extends to a map 6 : G# --t N. From this it follows that every countable, 
closed discrete subset of G# is a retract of G#. Since G# satisfies the countable chain 
condition, the assumption that the subset is countable, is essential. Motivated by these 
results, van Douwen asked the following: 
Question 1 [2, Question 4.131. Is every countable closed subset of G# a retract of G’? 
We will prove that the answer to this question is in the negative, by showing that 
if G# contains an infinite Boolean subgroup then it contains a countably infinite closed 
subset that is not a retract of G#. Because subgroups of G# are closed in G#, we can 
restrict our attention to countable Boolean groups. The proof also shows that a countable 
closed subspace of G# with precisely one accumulation point need not be a retract. This 
in contrast with van Douwen’s result that every countable closed subspace of G# without 
accumulation points is a retract. 
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2. Boolean groups 
All groups are assumed to be Abelian. A group is Boolean if each element has order 
at most 2. The following result is due to Hart and van Mill [ 11. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a Boolean group. Then the collection 
{E: E is a subgroup of G with finite index} 
is a local basis at 0 E G# consisting of clopen sets. 
They used this result to show that if G is an infinite Boolean group then G# contains 
a countably infinite subset that is not closed. Our main result is that the closure of their 
subset is not a retract. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a countable, infinite Boolean group. Then G’ contains a closed 
subset that is not a retract of G’. 
Corollary 4. Let G be a group with an injinite Boolean subgroup. Then G# contains a 
countable closed subset that is not a retract of G#. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let F be a maximal independent subset of G. Since G is infinite 
and ((F)) = G, F is also infinite. We shall prove: 
(1) (F + F)\(O) is discrete, 
(2) 0 E (F + F)\iO), 
(3) F + F is closed in G#, 
(4) F + F is not a retract of G#. 
(1) and (2) (F + F)\(O) is discrete and 0 E (F + F)\(O). 
They were proved in Hart and van Mill [ 11. 
(3) F + F is closed in G#. 
Choose a point z # F + F. Then there are two different possibilities. The first one 
is that z E F. In this case put U = ((F\{z}))\F. We claim that 2 + U is an open 
neighborhood of z that misses F + F. Note that ((F\(z))) has index 2, so is clopen 
and z $ ((F\(z))). W e conclude that U is open since F is closed. Now we show 
(X + U) n (F + F) = 0. First note that z $ U, thus 0 $! II: + U. Assume that there is 
an IL E U such that x + u = a + b for some a, b E F. Then we find u = x + a + b and 
derive a contradiction as follows. If a = x we have u E F and when a # x and b # x 
we have u = x + a + b 6 ((F\(x))). 
Now assume x $! F. Then x = c,“=, fi, where fi E F are all distinct and lc > 3. Put 
U= ((F\Ul,...,fk))). 
Then G = {fl , . . . , fk} + U, thus U is an open neighborhood of 0. To see that the open 
neighborhood x + U of x misses F + F, assume that there are u E U and a, b E F such 
that x + u = a + b. We find u = fl + . + f,+ + a + b, what is impossible since lc 3 3. 
(4) F + F is not a retract of G#. 
It is convenient to describe the topology that F + F inherits from G’ somewhat more 
explicitly. Enumerate F as {fi, fz, . . .}. Then the basic open sets at 0 E F + F are of 
the form 
u {fi + fj: i,j E P) 
PEP 
where P is a finite partition of N. 
To see this, choose a subgroup E C G with finite index, Then there are 41, . . . , qn E G 
such that {ql , . . . ,q,}+E=G.ForeveryiE{l,...,n}putN~=(j~N:f,~qz+E}. 
The {Nt , . , A&} is a finite partition of N. Note that we can choose the points 41, . . . , qn 
in such a way that (qi + qj + E) n E = 8 if and only if i = j. Thus for k E Ni and 
1 E Nj we have fk + fl E E if and only if i = j. 
On the other hand, for every finite partition N of N, there is an open subgroup E of 
G# such that 
En (F + F) = u {fi + fj: i,j E N}. 
NEN 
To see this, choose a partition N = {NJ, . . . , Nk} of N and put 
E= iJ&+fs: r,s~N,} 
I 
. 
i=l I 
It is clear that E is as required. To see, e.g., that E is open, choose nj E NJ for 1 < j < k 
and observe that G = (({fn,, . . . , fn,})) + E. 
Now we can prove that F + F is not a retract of G#. Assume that r : G# + F + F 
is a retraction. Then for every i # j, we have that r-t (fi + fJ) is open in G#. Thus we 
can find an open subgroup G(i, j) such that fi + fj + G(i,j) C r-‘(fi + fj). Denote 
the finite partition of N related to G(i, j) by P(i, j). We may assume that if k > j, and 
i E N we have G(i, k) C G(i,j), thus the partition P(i, k) refines P(i,j). Note that 
there are only countably many infinite sets in Uizj P(i, j), thus we can find a partition 
N = {IV,, A$} of N such that for every infinite P E Uizj P(i, j) we have 
lPnNll = pnN2j =w. 
(In other words, Nt is a splitting set for the collection of infinite sets in lJizj P(i,j).) 
The set 
1/ = /j{, + j-1: k,l E N,} 
i=l 
is open in F + F, thus we can find an open subgroup W with partition R such that 
W C r- ’ (V). The partition R refines N, thus we may assume that 
R={R ,,..., Rk,S I,..., S,,E I,..., En}: 
where 
;Ri=N,, ijSi”ijEj=& 
i=l i=l j=l 
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and finally /Sil = w for all i < m and 1 EiI < w for all i < n. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that 1 E RI and [RI 1 = w. Choose jt E St and M, E ~(1, jt) such 
that IMi n Rr 1 = w. Then we have Ml n 5’1 = 0. If not, we can find a E M, n R, and 
b E Ml n Sl, which implies that 
fl + fj, + fa + fb E f~ + f,, + G(l,A) c r-](fr + fj,), 
and 
fl + fa + fj, + fb E w c r-‘(v). 
This is impossible since ft + fj, $ V. 
Since lSz/ = w, we can find 52 E S2 such that j, > jt . There also is an M2 E p( I, j2) 
suchthatM*>M2andIM2nR,I=w.ThenwehaveM2nS1cM1nS1=0and 
M2 n 5’2 = 8. For assume that we can find a E M2 n R, and b E M2 n S2, then 
fl f fj2 + fa + fb E w n ((fI + fj,) + G(Lj2)) c r-‘(v) nT-‘(f, t fj2) = 0. 
Continuing this process, we find j, E S, and Mm E P( 1, jm) such that M, > Mz > 
. . . 2 M,,, and IMmnRi I = w. Then for every k < m we have M,n& c MknSk = 0. 
AS before we find Mm n S, = 8, but now now we have a contradiction since it follows 
that 
I I 
MmflcEi =lMmnN21=W. 
i=l 
The conclusion is that there is no retraction T : G# -+ F + F. 0 
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